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Learning

To think about the forces
acting in a structure by
experimenting with models.

Student’s book

Designing structures, pages
174–175
Modelling product
performance, page 81
Making screw threads,
page 206

Timing

2 hours

Equipment and materials

• work-book and pencil
• thick card, thin card,

paper
• craft knife, cutting mat,

safety ruler
• 4 mm steel rod
• plastic tubing, internal

diameter 5 mm
• wide art straws
• access to M4 thread

cutting kit, M4 steel nuts,
M4 steel washers

• access to 5 mm and 1 mm
twist drill bits and hand
drill

• access to junior hack saw,
warding file, centre
punch, string, stand and
clamp, 4 paper clips, wire
cutters, 10 x 100 g masses

Type of task

New

Other subjects

Science
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Part 1 Making a model of the
book case
1 Make a model of the bookcase using the materials and

construction techniques indicated.

Threading cutting

Slot sawing

thick card, 5 mm
deep, 142 mm long

thick card, 100 mm ×
100 mm

4 mm diameter
steel rod

plastic tube,
internal
diameter 5 mm

tapped thread

nut & washer

1 mm diameter hole
for securing pin
(bent paper clip)

tapped thread
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Part 2 Investigating the model
1 Hang the bookcase on the clamp and stand as shown in the

illustration. Place one 100 g mass on each shelf and then
examine the model to determine which parts
are in tension, which parts are in
compression and which parts are
bending.

2 Make a drawing and label it to
show your findings.

3 Investigate the importance of the
following features by making
changes to the model and seeing
how it performs under load.

(a) Change the strength and
stiffness of the shelves – try
replacing the thick card with
thin card and then paper.

(b) Change the size and position of
the hole in the cross piece – try
different sizes of hole in
different positions.

(c) Change the strength and
stiffness of the cross piece – try
replacing the thick card with
thin card and then paper.

(d) Change the strength and
stiffness of the tubes – try
replacing the plastic tube with
art straws.

(e) Examine the effect of working
loose – see what happens when one of
the securing pins comes out.

(f) Examine the effect of failure – see what happens
when one of the steel rods is cut in two.

(g) Examine the need for rigidity – try replacing the steel rods with
string.

For each investigation make a drawing and label it to show your findings.

Further/homework

Sketch a storage unit at home. Add notes to describe how it works in terms of the loads it supports and how it
transfers forces between the different parts of the structure.




